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To the Editors The Newsroom was created for journalists of all 
ages. Experienced journalists will find it has the tools 
and flexibility to create surprisingly stylish, sophisti 
cated publications. Novices, young and old, will find 
it provides a fascinating introduction to the world of 
journalism and newspapers. It's fun to write your own 
newspaper and doing so challenges organizational 
skills, writing abilities and creative processes. 

When you are working in The Newsroom, you are 
busy organizing thoughts, translating them into prose, 
creating photos out of clip art, laying out the pages and 
rolling the presses. You can develop newspapers, news 
letters, brochures, flyers and information packets for your 
business, school, class, club, team, family and neigh 
borhood. You can write, edit, illustrate and add a personal 
touch to each publication. Use of The Newsroom is 
limited only by your imagination. 
This instruction booklet is in two parts. The first part 
describes The Newsroom and includes detailed instruc 
tions on how to use the many features provided by the 
program. The second part is a complete guide to creat 
ing a newspaper. It includes valuable information on 
topics such as how to organize a newspaper staff, strate 
gies for getting an interview, how to create a headline 
and how to use photos to tell a story. The appendices 
include a glossary of newspaper terms, an annotated 
bibliography and a chart of proofreaders' symbols. The 
Newsroom is easy to use and will allow you to create a 
fun and professional looking newspaper of your own. 
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What to do with The Newsroom's two disks 

The Newsroom comes with two disks. Disk 1 contains 
the Master Program and should be inserted into your 
first disk drive to load the program. Disk 2 contains two 
full sides of pictures: Clip Art A and Clip Art B. To review 
all available clip art and where to find it on disk, see 
Appendix IV - Clip Art Overview at the back of the book. 
Disk 1: Master Program 
Disk 2: Clip Art A (side 1) 

Clip Art B (side 2) 
The Newsroom disks cannot be used to store infor 
mation such as photos or text. You must use an initial 
ized data disk for saving things. 
If you have one disk drive: The Master Program side 
must be in the disk drive at all times, except when you 
are saving or loading information. Therefore the pro 
gram will be instructing you to insert the Master Program 
side, one of the two Clip Art sides or your own data disk 
into the drive. 

If you have two disk drives: Place the Master Program 
disk into drive one. Use drive 2 for either of the Clip Art 
sides or your own data disk. The program will be instruct 
ing you from time to time to insert a particular disk into 
a particular drive. 
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Getting Started ... Let's 
Load the Program 

Apple II+, lie, lie 
1. Insert the Master Program disk (side 1 of disk 1) into 

the disk drive. 
2. Turn on the computer and the monitor. 
3. You may be asked the number of drives you are 

using. Select the number by using the joystick or 
arrow keys and pressing the joystick button, Apple 
key (lie, lie) or ESC key (II+). 

Commodore 64 
1. Turn on the disk drive, monitor and computer. 
2. Insert the Master Program disk (side 1 of disk 1) into 

the disk drive. 
3. Type LOAD "*",8 and press the RETURN key. 
4. When READY appears on the screen, type RUN 

and press the RETURN key. 

IBM PC and PCjr 
This procedure should be used to make a disk which 
automatically runs when the computer is turned on or 
the CTRL·ALT-DEL keys are simultaneously pressed. 
Once you have completed this procedure, you will 
not need to repeat it. 

It is assumed that you have already purchased the 
IBM Disk Operating System (DOS). Use of DOS 2.0 or 
2.1 requires 128K of memory. The PCjr requires DOS 
2.1. Directions for preparing the Master Program disk 
with either one or two disk drives are as follows: 

One Disk Drive Procedure 
1. Insert the DOS disk into drive A and turn the 

computer on. 
2. Enter the date and time. Wait for the A> prompt. 
3. Remove the DOS disk from drive A and insert the 

Master Program disk (side 1 of disk 1). 
4. Type B:SETUP and press the ENTER key. 
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5. Each time the system asks for the drive B disk, 
insert the Master Program disk into drive A. Each 
time the system asks for the drive A disk, insert 
the DOS disk into drive A. 

After the transfer of files, the program disk is ready for 
use as a self-loading disk. To boot the disk, turn the 
computer off and then on again, or else simultaneously 
press the CTRL-ALT-DEL keys. 

Two Disk Drives Procedure 
1. Insert the DOS disk into drive A and the Master 

Program disk (side 1 of disk 1) into drive B. 
2. Turn the computer on. Enter the date and time. 

Wait for the A> prompt. 
3. Type B:SETUP and press the ENTER key. 

After the transfer of files, the program disk is ready for 
use as a self-loading disk. To boot the disk, insert it into 
drive A and turn the computer off and then on again, or 
else simultaneously press the CTRL-ALT-DEL keys. 
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General rnstructions Data disks ... saving your work 
A newspaper is made up of many parts. As you create 
the different parts of your newspaper, you will need to 
save each of them to a data disk. A data disk is any 
initialized disk with space on it to store information. If 
you do not know how to initialize a disk, consult your 
Disk Operating System manual. 

Special note for Apple owners: You may initialize your 
data disks while you are in the program. As you create 
your photos, banners, panels and pages you will pro 
ceed to then SAVE your work. Any attempt to save work 
on an uninitialized disk will prompt the program to give 
you the option to initialize the disk at that time. If you 
choose to initialize your data disk(s) without the aid of 
the program you must use the Apple DOS 3.3 format. 

Before beginning work at The Newsroom, be certain 
to have at least one data disk ready to store your work. 
Unless you intend to create many newspapers with The 
Newsroom, this one data disk can be used to store ban 
ners, photos and panels. This disk can also be used to 
store pages, but it is best to use a fresh data disk when 
storing a page in the Layout area. This will minimize the 
disk swapping necessary for creating a page. 

If you intend to create many newspapers, it may be 
easier to use four different data disks. Each data disk 
can be used for the different areas in The Newsroom: 

Banner data disk - use when saving information in the 
Banner work area 

Photo data disk - use when saving information in the 
Photo Lab work area 

Panel data disk - use when saving information in the 
Copy Desk work area 

Page data disk - use when saving information in the 
Layout work area 

If you label each data disk clearly, it will be easy to find 
what you want when you need it. It is a good idea to 
have your data disks well organized. 
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To save your work, select the disk icon from any work 
area. Enter a name with up to eight characters and 
press the RETURN (ENTER) key. Try to use a name 
that will help you remember what it is. 

Very Important: 
All names should contain no spaces or special char 
acters so that all computers can decipher your names 
if you choose to use the WIRE SERVICE. For exam 
ple: You could name your work HOTDOG but not 
HOT DOG! 
Remember: you must save your work before returning 
to the Menu and your work can only be saved on your 
data disks. 
Sound on/off 
On the Apple and IBM computers, pressing CTRL-A 
turns the audio on and off. 

The Commodore 64 sound comes out of your television 
or monitor and can be adjusted with its controls. 

Cursor movement 
The cursor can be moved around the screen to select 
things. Depending upon its function at the moment, it 
may appear as a small arrow, a text cursor, a hand for 
picking something up, a blinking box outline or a 
drawing shape. 
If you are using a joystick, orient it so that the cursor 
moves up when you push the stick forward, the cursor 
moves left when you push the stick to the left, etc. 
Press a joystick button to make a selection, pick some 
thing up or drop something. When using any of the 
drawing tools, hold a button down to draw. 

If you are using a Koala Pad, orient it so that the 
cursor moves up when you draw up, the cursor moves 
left when you draw to the left, etc. Press a button to 
make a selection, pick something up or drop some 
thing. When using any of the drawing tools, hold a 
button down to draw. 
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As Editor of The Newsroom you can direct all the 
activities necessary to create a newspaper. This 
includes banner creation, photo production, copy 
writing, layout, wire service and, of course, the 
printing of the newspaper. There are four types of 
newspaper pages that can be made, each with a 
particular combination of panels and banner: 

Banne7l 

8'h"x11" 81/2"x11" 81h"x14" 81/2"x14" 
letter size page letter size page legal size page legal size page 
with banner without banner with banner without banner 

The front page of a newspaper often has an area at the 
top which contains the name the newspaper in very 
large letters. Sometimes it contains additional informa 
tion such as the name of the publisher, a slogan or a 
blurb about a special story inside the newspaper. This 
area is sometimes called the banner, logo or flag and is 
created in the Banner work area of The Newsroom. 

A front page with a banner also has panels. Inside 
pages without a banner contain extra panels. These 
panels can contain photos and text and are created at 
the Copy Desk. The pages pictured above have box 
outlines around the panels and banners in order to 
help convey their size and location. There is no box 
outline around them or the banner when they are 
printed out, however. 

You arrange the panels as you wish in the Layout work 

What Do You Create 
with The Newsroom? 

If you are using the computer keyboard, use the 
following keys: 
Apple II+ 

If you are using a mouse (Apple computers only), 
orient it so that the mouse cable is pointing directly 
away from you. If you run out of surface area to move 
the mouse, simply pick it up and reposition it where you 
have more room. Lifting the mouse does not move the 
cursor. Press the mouse button to select something, 
pick something up or drop something. When using 
any of the drawing tools, hold the mouse button down 
to draw. 

- use the CTRL-IJKM keys to move 
the cursor (hold down the CTRL 
key while pressing l,J,K or M) 

- use CTRL-S to toggle between 
moving the cursor large steps and 
small steps 

- use the ESC key to select 
something, pick something up, 
drop something or draw 

- use the arrow keys to move the 
cursor 

- use CTRL-S to toggle between 
moving the cursor large steps and 
small steps 

- use the open/closed apple keys to 
select something, pick something 
up, drop something or draw 

IBM PC and PCjr - use the arrow keys to move the 
cursor large steps 

- use the arrow keys with the SHIFT 
key held down to move the cursor 
small steps 

- use the ALT key to select 
something, pick something up, 
drop something or draw 

Commodore 64 - use the cursor keys to move the 
cursor large steps 

- use the cursor keys with the 
CONTROL key held down to move 
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The Banner Work Area What is a banner? 

The banner is the place where a newspaper identifies 
itself by printing the paper's name. It is often done in 
large letters above or just below the headlines on page 
one. Sometimes it is referred to as the logo or flag. It 
should not be confused with the masthead, which is a 
small box often found on the editorial page containing 
the publisher's name and address and subscription 
information. 

The Newsroom gives you the power to produce exactly 
the kind of banner you envision. 

Press 

THE 
GOOD NEWS 

BEARS 
I ISSUE FOUR I 

�fflmfttn 
bv the Larson F amil v 

area. With the Wire Service you can send or receive 
photos, panels or entire pages with your computer's 
modem (optional). There is no compatibility problem 
at The Newsroom ... Apple, IBM and Commodore com 
puters can talk to each other. The Printing Press will 
print out your newspaper on your computer's printer. 

The Newsroom Menu makes it easy to get to any part 
of The Newsroom. Moving the joystick, drawing on the 
Koala Pad or pressing the cursor control keys causes 
the names of the different options to flash. You can 
select from the Photo Lab, Banner, Copy Desk, 
Layout, Wire Service or the Printing Press. When 
the name of the desired option is flashing, select it by 
pressing a joystick or Koala Pad button or the appro 
priate selection key on your keyboard. You will be 
taken to that part of The Newsroom office. 

Picture Menu 
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Helpful Hint: You can create a banner in any sequence 
you choose but we suggest that you first select the clip 
art you want to use, position it in place in your banner, 
make any desired modifications and then enter your 
text around it. 

Adding text 

Most likely you will want to name your newspaper 
with some great big letters. You may also want to add 
smaller letters for a slogan. To do this, first select the 
crayon icon at the left side of the work area. The 
Graphic Tools window will appear. Move the blinking 
box cursor to the font (style and size of letters) that you 
wish to use and select it by pressing a joystick or Koala 
Pad button or the appropriate selection key on your 
keyboard. Then select the EXIT option and the 
Graphic Tools window will disappear. 

Your cursor will now be a block the size of the font you 
selected. Move the cursor to where you want to type 
the letters and drop it there by pressing the selection 
button or key. You are now in text mode and can begin 
to type. 

If you type an incorrect letter, use the cursor keys to 
move the cursor to it. Then type a new letter over the 
incorrect letter. In this part of The Newsroom, new text 
simply replaces any old text it is entered over. This 
differs from the word processing at the Copy Desk 
which includes insertion and deletion of text. 

Use the RETURN (ENTER) key to start a new line. It 
will begin directly below the designated starting point 
of the text. Special note for Apple II+ owners: since 
your computer interprets the RETURN key to be the 
same as CTRL-M (down cursor key), it is necessary for 
you to use CTRL-R as a carriage return rather than the 
RETURN key. If you press the RETURN key, the 
cursor will move straight down. 
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To get out of the text mode, press the selection button 
or key again. You are now in cursor mode instead of 
text mode and can move the cursor anywhere in the 
work area and over to the icons. By pressing the selec 
tion button or key while in the work area, you toggle 
between text mode and cursor mode. The cursor 
mode allows you to select where you want to place 
letters on the banner and the text mode allows you to 
type the letters in. Note: The text mode in the Banner 
work area is identical to the text mode in the Photo 
Lab. The text mode at the Copy Desk, however, is quite 
different in that it is a word processor. See the section 
on the Copy Desk for further details. 

Adding clip art 
If you wish to add art work to your banner, select the 
clip art icon at the left side of the work area. If you 
have not done so already, the program will instruct 
you to insert one of the disk sides with clip art into 
a disk drive. To review all available clip art and where 
to find it on disk, see Appendix VI-Clip Art Overview at 
the back of this book. 

A list of clip art pages will appear on the screen. Move 
the selector bar up and down the names until you find 
the page of clip art you want to load in. Then select that 
page by pressing the selection button or key. That page 
of clip art will be displayed. 
If you select another page of clip art, the display area 
will be cleared and the new page displayed. 
If you wish to see clip art from a different chp art disk 
(or for Apple users the other side of an Apple clip art 
disk), substitute the new disk for the old one in the disk 
drive and then select the NEW DISK option from 
among the list of pages. The list of old pages will 
disappear and be replaced with a list of the new pages. 

IBM users note: The IBM version of The Newsroom 
requires a double headed drive. This eliminates the 
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need to flip the Clip Art disk. Instead, select Clip Art A 
or Clip Art B from the list of clip art pages to see the 
contents of the other side of the disk. 

If you wish to return to the Banner work area without 
any clip art, select the CANCEL option from among the 
list of pages. 

When you find a piece of clip art you want to use in the 
Banner work area, move the cursor onto that 
particular piece and select it by pressing the selection 
button or key. You will find yourself back in the work 
area dragging the piece of art around with your cursor. 

Move the piece of clip art to where you want it and then 
press the selector button or key to drop it. You can drop 
the piece as many times as you desire. To remove the 
piece from your cursor, drag it off the left border of 
the work area. If you remove a piece in this manner 
accidentally, select the OOPS icon to retrieve it. 

Once a piece of clip art has been dropped, it can be 
picked up again and repositioned with the hand cursor. 

Please note that many of the clip art pieces cannot 
completely fit in the Banner work area. Position the 
pieces as you like, however, and the portions that do 
fit in the work area will be there when it is printed out. 
Thus you can select a large piece of clip art, such as a 
woman, and position it so that only her head is in the 
work area. 

You can return to the library of clip art as often as you 
like to get additional pieces and then position them as 
you wish. 

Flip the clip art 
Any piece of clip art can be flipped from left to right 
or right to left. For example, you may want to use the 
picture of a cat pointing to the right, but prefer to have 
the cat point to the left. To do so, select the flip icon 
which is present only when a piece of clip art is in 
the work area. It will begin to blink when you select 
it, indicating that it is active. Then select the piece of 
clip art you wish to flip. It will flip automatically. If you 
wish, flip the piece back to its original position with 
the OOPS icon. 

Modify clip art or create your own 

You can also modify the selected clip art or create your 
own using the different Graphic Tools provided by The 
Newsroom. To use these tools, select the crayon icon. 
The Graphic Tools window will appear. 

Graphic Tools 
Line Lines Cir--cle Bo:x Draw Erase 

[2J§]IIQ]��� 
Pens DDG[!]�OJBGE10 

Fi 11 Patterns Hand ·=[Il]]]·= [iJ �P:1:1:1:1:1] • . ::::: · ·- IEXITI � ::::::::::::: . . . . . . � r -:: 
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In addition to the fonts you have already experimented 
with, you can select from ten different Drawing Pens. 
To use a pen, first select it and then exit the Graphic 
Tools window. The cursor is now the shape of the 
selected pen. When a joystick button, Koala Pad but 
ton or open/closed apple key is held down. the pen 
will draw in the work area. (Apple II+ keyboard only 
users please note: Use the ESC key to toggle draw 
on/off after a pen has been selected.) 
If you wish to erase something, go back to the Graphic 
Tools window and select the Eraser. Whatever pen is 
active will now erase instead of draw. 

You may have noticed additional tools beside the 
Eraser. These automatically draw things like a Line, 
continuous Lines, Circles and Boxes. To use one of 
these options, first select it and exit the Graphic Tools 
window. Then select a starting point and move the 
cursor until the rubber band lines are positioned as 
you wish. Press the selection button or key again and 
the real lines will appear where you wanted them. It's 
easy and quick. You can return to normal drawing 
by selecting the DRAW option from the Graphic 
Tools window. 

Any of the ten Fill Patterns can be used to automat 
ically fill any enclosed area with a pattern. After select 
ing one of the patterns and exiting the Graphic Tools 
window, position the cursor inside any enclosed area 
and press a selector button or key. The area will fill 
with the chosen pattern. The patterns are all black and 
white but may appear colorful depending upon your 
type of computer and monitor. 
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The final option available in the Graphic Tools window 
is the Hand. It enables you to pick up and reposition a 
piece of clip art. The final position of any piece of clip 
art, however, should be determined prior to modifying 
the piece since the Hand can move only the piece of 
clip art, not any modifications made to it. Therefore, 
position the pieces of clip art carefully before you 
make any changes to them. 

Magnify for more detailed work 

If you need to magnify a portion of the screen to get 
better detail, select the magnifying glass icon. The 
cursor will become a rectangle which you can move to 
the area you wish to magnify and edit. Once you have 
selected a portion of the picture to edit, a magnified 
version of the area will appear. Using this magnified 
version, you can turn individual pixels on or off. As you 
edit, you can watch the results of your changes in the 
display rectangle at the bottom of the screen. When 
finished editing, you can select either the CANCEL 
option, which returns you to the work area with no 
change to the edited area, or the EXIT option, which 
returns you to the work area with your changes 
displayed. 

You can OOPS a mistake 

These tools are very powerful and make it easy for 
you to modify the clip art or even create your own. 
Still, you may make a mistake. If you do, simply select 
the OOPS icon. Whatever you did last will be gone. 
This includes fills, drawings, lines, boxes, circles ... 
even your last OOPS! 

Very important ... save your banner 

Be certain to save your banner to a data disk before 
you return to The Newsroom Menu. If you do not save 
it, your work will be lost. If you have not finished the 
banner, save it anyway. You can load it at another time 
and finish it then. 
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It is a good idea to store all banners on a banner data 
disk. This will make it easier for you to locate specific 
banners when you are laying out a page. 
To save your banner, select the disk Icon. Enter a 
name with up to eight characters and press the 
RETURN (ENTER) key. Try to give the banner a 
name that will help you remember what it is. 

Icons in the banner work area: 

The picture icon allows you to select from the library 
of clip art 

The flip icon allows you to flip pieces of clip art 

The crayon icon produces the Graphic Tools window 

The magnifying glass icon allows you to magnify a 
portion of the screen 
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The oops icon allows you to undo what you just did 

The garbage can icon clears the work area 

The disk icon allows you to load or save a banner 

The menu icon returns you to The Newsroom Menu 
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The Photo Lab 
Work Area 

The Photo Lab allows you to create your own photos for 
inclusion in your newspaper. It is similar to the Banner 
work area in that it provides you with the library of clip 
art and the different graphic tools. Once the art work 
for your photo is complete, you can "crop" it so that 
the photo contains exactly the art work you desire and 
has the proper dimensions. 

A photo is added to the newspaper in the Copy Desk. 
There it can be combined with text and/or additional 
photos and positioned in one of the panels. A photo 
can be as small as you like or as large as the Photo 
Lab work area. 

Selecting clip art for your photo 
To examine the clip art library, select the clip art icon 
at the left side of the work area. If you have not done 
so already, the program will instruct you to insert one 
of the disk sides with clip art into a disk drive. To review 
all available clip art and where to find it on disk, see 
Appendix IV-Clip Art Overview at the back of this book. 

A list of clip art pages will appear on the screen. Move 
the selector bar up and down the names until you find 
the page of clip art you want to load in. Then select tha 
page by pressing the selection button or key. That page 
of clip art will be displayed. 

If you select another page of clip art, the display area 
will be cleared and the new page displayed. 
If you wish to see clip art from a different clip art � 

disk (or the other side of an Apple clip art disk), JJ2JTQ1 
substitute the new disk for the old one in the disk 
drive and then select the NEW DISK option from 
among the list of pages. The list of old pages will 
disappear and be replaced with a list of the 
new pages. 

IBM users note: The IBM version of The Newsroom 
requires a double headed drive. This eliminates the 
need to flip the Clip Art disk. Instead, select Clip Art A 
or Clip Art B from the list of clip art pages to see the 
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contents of the other side of the disk. 

If you wish to return to the Photo Lab without any clip 
art, select the CANCEL option from among the list 
of pages. 

When you find a piece of clip art you want to use in a 
photo, move the cursor onto that particular piece and 
select it by pressing the selection button or key. You will 
find yourself back in the Photo Lab dragging the piece 
of art around with your cursor. 

Move the piece of clip art to where you want it and then 
press the selector button or key to drop it. You can drop 
the piece as many times as you desire. To remove the 
piece from your cursor, drag it off the left border of 
the work area. If you remove a piece in this manner 
accidentally, select the OOPS icon to retrieve it. 

Once a piece of clip art has been dropped, it can be 
picked up again and repositioned with the hand cursor. 

You can return to the library of clip art as often as you 
like to get additional pieces and then position them as 
you wish. 

Flip the clip art 
Any piece of clip art can be flipped from left to right 
or right to left. For example, you may want to use the 
picture of a cat pointing to the right, but prefer to have 
the cat point to the left. To do so, select the flip icon� 
which is present only when a piece of clip art is in � 
the work area. It will begin to blink when you select 
it, indicating that it is active. Then select the piece of 
clip art you wish to flip. It will flip automatically. If you 
wish, flip the piece back to its original position with 
the OOPS icon. 
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art, however, should be determined prior to modifying 
the piece since the Hand can move only the piece of 
clip art, not any modifications made to it. Therefore, 
position the pieces of clip art carefully before you make 
any changes to them. � 

Magnify for more detailed work 

If you need to magnify a portion of the screen to get 
better detail, select the magnifying glass icon. The 
cursor will become a rectangle which you can move to 
the area you wish to magnify and edit. Once you have 
selected a portion of the picture to edit, a magnified 
version of the area will appear. Using this magnified 
version, you can turn individual pixels on or off. As you 
edit, you can watch the results of your changes in the 
display rectangle at the bottom of the screen. When 
finished editing, you can select either the CANCEL 
option, which returns you to the work area with no 
change to the edited area, or the EXIT option, which 
returns you to the work area with your changes 
displayed. 

You can OOPS a mistake 

These tools are very powerful and make it easy for 
you to modify the clip art or even create your own. 
Still, you may make a mistake. If you do, simply select 
the OOPS icon. Whatever you did last will be gone. 
This includes fills, drawings, lines, boxes, circles ... 
even your last OOPS! 

Using text to add a cutllne 

The Photo Lab allows you to add text to your photos. 
This can be especially useful if you want to add a 
cutline, which is the information which describes and 
accompanies a photo (similar to a caption). If you wish 
to add a cutline to a photo, do so while in the Photo Lab 
because you will not be able to do so when at the Copy 
Desk. Be sure to include the cutline as part of the photo 
when you define the photo with the camera icon. 

ALWAYS BE FRIENOL Y 
ANO COURTEOUS 

Modify clip art or create your own 

You can modify the selected clip art or create your 
own using the different Graphic Tools provided by The 
Newsroom. To use these tools, select the crayon Icon. 
The Graphic Tools window will appear. 
To begin, you can select from ten different Drawing 
Pens. To use a pen, first select it and then exit the 
Graphic Tools window. The cursor is now the shape of 
the selected pen. When a joystick button, Koala Pad 
button or open/closed apple key is held down, the 
pen will draw in the work area. (Apple II+ keyboard 
only users please note: Use the ESC key to toggle 
draw on/off after a pen has been selected.) 
If you wish to erase something, go back to the Grap�ic 
Tools window and select the Eraser. Whatever pen rs 
active will now erase instead of draw. � 
You may have noticed additional tools beside the e 

Eraser. These automatically draw things like a Line, 
continuous Lines, Circles, and Boxes. To use one of 
these options, first select it and exit the Graphic Tools 
window. Then select a starting point and move the 
cursor until the rubber band lines are positioned as 
you wish. Press the selection button or key again and 
the real lines will appear where you wanted them. 
It's easy and quick. You can return to normal draw- 
ing by selecting the DRAW option from the Graphic 
Tools window. 

Any of the ten Fill Patterns can be used to automat 
ically fill any enclosed area with a pattern. After select 
ing one of the patterns and exiting the Graphic Tools 
window, position the cursor inside any enclosed area 
and press a selector button or key. The area will fill 
with the chosen pattern. The patterns are all black 
and white but may appear colorful depending upon 
your type of computer and monitor. 

Another option available in the Graphic Tools window 
is the Hand. It enables you to pick up and reposition a 
piece of clip art. The final position of any piece of clip 

Graphic Tools 
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To do this, move the blinking box cursor in the Graphic 
Tools window to the font (style and size of letters) that 
you wish to use and select it by pressing the selection 
button or key. Then exit the window. 

Your cursor will now be a block the size of the font you 
selected. Move the cursor to where you want to type 
the letters and drop it there by pressing the selection 
button or key. You are now in text mode and can begin 
to type. 
If you type an incorrect letter, use the cursor keys to 
move the cursor to it. Then type a new letter over the 
incorrect letter. In this part of The Newsroom, text is 
treated as part of the photo and simply replaces any 
old text it is entered over. This differs from the word 
processing at the Copy Desk which includes insertion 
and deletion of text. 

Use the RETURN (ENTER) key to start a new line. It 
will begin directly below the designated starting point 
of the text. Special note for Apple II+ owners: since 
your computer interprets the RETURN key to be the 
same as CTRL-M (down cursor key), it is necessary for 
you to use CTRL-R as a carriage return rather than the 
RETURN key. If you press the RETURN key, the cursor 
will move straight down. 

To get out of the text mode, press the selection but- 
ton or key again. You are now in cursor mode instead 
of text mode and can move the cursor anywhere in 
the work area or over to the icons. By pressing the 
selection button or key while in the work area, you 
toggle between text mode and cursor mode. The cursor 
mode allows you to select where you want to place 
letters on the photo and the text mode allows you to 
type the letters in. Note: The text mode in the Photo Lab 
work area is identical to the text mode in the Banner. 
The text mode at the Copy Desk, however, is quite 
different in that it is a word processor. See the section 
on the Copy Desk for further details. 
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Defining the photo ... taking the snapshot 
When the photo looks exactly the way you want, you 
are ready to define it by placing a box around it. This 
is called "cropping" the picture. When you crop your 
photo you want to draw a box around it as tightly as you 
can. To do this, first select the camera icon. 

To define the box you are going to draw you must define 
where the corner of the box will be. Move the cursor 
over to where you want the corner to start and press 
the selector button or key. Then move the cursor 
diagonally across your photo until the rubber band 
lines are positioned where you want them. 

Be sure to include any captions or cutlines that you 
want to be included as part of your photo. 
When the photo contents are framed properly 
(cropped), press the selection button or key. The 
snapshot will be taken and everything within the 
borders will become the photo. 

If you are not happy with the cropping, select the 
camera icon again, reposition the box and press the 
selection button or key. A new snapshot will be taken 
creating a new photo which replaces the former photo. 
Only one photo can be in the work area at a time. 

This process is similar to the automatic box option in 
the Graphic Tools window, but you will notice that the 
camera icon is blinking when you are actually defining 
a photo. 

Very Important ... save your photo 
Be certain to save your photo to a data disk before 
you return to The Newsroom Menu. If you do not save 
it, your photo will be lost. If you have not finished the 
photo, save it anyway. You can load it at another time 
and finish it then. 

It is a good idea to store all photos on a photo data disk. 
This will make it easier to find a specific photo when 
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you are creating a panel in the Copy Desk work area. 

To save your photo, select the disk icon. Enter a name 
with up to eight characters and press the RETURN 
(ENTER) key. Try to give the photo a name that will help 
you remember what it is. 

Icons in the Photo Lab: 

The picture icon allows you to select from the library 
of clip art 

The flip icon allows you to flip pieces of clip art 

The crayon icon produces the Graphic Tools window 

The magnifying glass icon allows you to magnify 
a portion of the screen 
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The oops icon allows you to undo what you just did 

The garbage can icon clears the work area 

The camera icon allows you to define a photo 

The disk icon allows you to load or save a photo 

The menu icon returns you to The Newsroom Menu 
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The cursor 
The cursor appears in one of three forms depending 
upon its location. If the cursor is in the icon selection 
area, it is an arrow pointing to one of the icons. If 
the cursor is on a photo, it is a hand which can select, 
move and drop the photo. If the cursor is on text, it 
is a block the size of the font currently being used. 

Adding photos 
Helpful Hint: If you want to add a photo to the panel you 
are working on, it is a good idea to position it before 
adding text. This makes it easier for you to see how 
much space is left for text in the panel. 

It is also a good idea to position the photos into the 
corners or along the borders of the panel. This gener 
ally allows for more text to fit in the panel. 

81/2"x11" 81/2"x11" 8'h"x14" 81/2"x14" 
letter size page letter size page legal size page legal size page 
with banner without banner with banner without banner 

Remember that the banner and panel outlines are only 
imaginary frames which illustrate how the banner and 
panels combine to form a page. Here is an example of 
a letter size page with a banner: 

I Banner I ih.�i 1u - ... � • . 
� 
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Panel Panel 

Panel Panel 

Panel Panel 

What do you create at the Copy Desk? 
In the Copy Desk work area you write the copy for 
your newspaper. You will work on one panel at a time 
by combining text with photos developed in the Photo 
Lab work area. 

As you begin, you will find yourself in the Copy 
Desk work area with the icons displayed at the left. 
This work area represents one panel area. The News 
room enlarges the panel in this work area in order to 
maximize printer resolution creating unusually sharp 
pnnt outs. It also makes ,t much easier for you to posi 
tion your photos and edit your text. When it prints out, 
it will be reduced to its proper portion of the news 
paper page. 
Do not let the panels restrict you to writing stories 
which fit within one panel. Remember to think'ot these 
panel outlines as imaginary frames. Your story can fill 
two panels or three or the whole page. If you fill one 
panel with photos and text but you have not completed 
your story, select the disk icon and save this first panel 
to your panel data disk. Then select the garbage can 
icon and clear the work area so that you can continue 
your story on a second panel. 
Each newspaper page has from six to ten panels on it 
depending upon the type of page: 
-letter size page with a banner has six panels. 
-letter size page without a banner has eight panels. 
-legal size page with a banner has eight panels. 
-legal size page without a banner has ten panels. 

The Copy Desk 
Work Area 
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I Sans Serif I 
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Only one of the small fonts and one of the large fonts 
can be used in any given panel. Assume you have 
entered text using the fonts Large English and Small 
Serif. If you then selected Large Serif from the Font 
Window, Large English text already entered would 
automatically change into Large Serif. Any text subse 
quently entered would also be Large Serif. The small 
text would be unaffected. 

When the cursor is on text, it is a text cursor. When the 
cursor rs not on text but in the work area, it is a hand. 
When the cursor is in the icon area, it is an arrow. If 
text is entered when the cursor is a hand, that text will 
be added to the end of the existing text automatically. 

Adding text 

You may choose from five types of text in the 
Copy Desk work area. Select the font Icon and the 
Font Window will appear. You can select Small 
Serif, Small Sans Serif, Large Senf, Large Sans 
Serif or Large English. 

I Ser·if S:ol.,;t.ll I 

Before a photo can be added to a panel, it must first be 
developed in the Photo Lab and then saved to a photo 
data disk. A photo may be as small as you like or as 
large as a panel. 
To load a photo from a photo data disk, first select the 
disk icon. Use the joystick or cursor keys to blink the 
LOAD PHOTO option box and then press the selection 
button or key. The photo titles present on the photo data 
disk wlll be displayed on the screen. Scroll through the 
titles and select with the selection button or key the 
photo you wish to include on the panel. If you do not 
see the title of the photo you want, you may have stored 
it on another photo data disk. If so, remove the data 
disk in the drive and insert the new photo data disk. 
Then select the NEW DISK option from among the 
photo titles. The photo titles on the new data disk will 
be displayed. Once you have selected a photo, you will 
be returned to the Copy Desk with it. · 

To position the photo in the panel, move the cursor on 
top of the photo. The cursor will become a hand. Press 
the selection button or key to pick up the photo. You 
can now move the photo with the joystick or cursor 
control keys. Position it where you want it in the panel 
and then drop it by pressing the selection button or key 

If you wish to remove a photo, pick it up and drag it off 
the left border of the panel. The OOPS icon will retrieve 
the photo if you want. 
A photo can be repositioned at any time, even after text 
has been entered. Repositioning a photo, however, can 
reduce or increase the amount of text that can fit in the 
panel. It is possible that some text will be lost off the 
bottom of the page due to the repositioning of a photo. 
If the photo is put back in its first position or another 
position which allows for more text, the lost text will 
automatically reappear. 
More than one photo can be placed in a panel and the 
photos may overlap each other. 
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The Copy Desk has been designed for you to use large 
fonts for headlines and small fonts for normal text. If 
you intersperse large and small fonts erratically, the 
results may be confusing and unsatisfactory. 

If you want extra spaces between letters or words, use 
the space bar to add them. If you want extra spaces 
between lines, use the RETURN (ENTER) key to add 
them. If you wish to begin typing in a lower position 
than where the cursor is, use the RETURN (ENTER) 
key to move the cursor down the panel. 

Do not use the RETURN (ENTER) key when you come 
to the end of a line of text. The Copy Desk will automatic 
ally determine for you when to begin a new line. Use 
the RETURN (ENTER) key only to start a new para 
graph or add spaces between lines. 

Special note for Apple II+ owners: since your com 
puter interprets the RETURN key to be the same as 
CTRL·M (down cursor key), it is necessary for you to use 
CTRL·R as a carriage return rather than the RETURN 
key. If you press the RETURN key, the cursor will 
move straight down. 

If you wish to break up a long word so that part of 1t rs 
on one line and the other part is on another line, use a 
hyphen. The Copy Desk will break the word immediately 
after the hyphen and put the rest of it on the next line. 
This may often be necessary when adding text to 
narrow spaces between a photo and a panel border. 

Use the SHIFT key to enter upper case letters. 
(Apple II+ owners use CTRL-C to toggle upper/ 
lower case). 

Editing text 

Inserting new text within existing text 

It is very easy to insert new text within existing text. 
Simply move the cursor to where you want the new tex 
to appear and type. The text you type will be entered 
wherever you have positioned the cursor. For example. 
assume you have typed Put the cursor you want it 
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and realize you forgot to include the word wherever. 
You can insert the word by moving the cursor on top of 
the letter y in the word you and typing in the letters for 
the word wherever (don't forget to add the space). It's 
that simple! 

Deleting text one character at a time 

To delete a single character, move the cursor to the 
character and press the DELETE key. (Apple II+ 
owners: press CTRL·D). For example, assume you 
have typed Today will not be cold for a weather 
report But then you learn the temperature rs dropping 
fast. You can delete the word not by moving the cursor 
on top of the letter n and pressing the DELETE key. You 
will need to press the DELETE key four times: three 
times for the letters and one time for the extra space. 
This is the easiest way to delete small amounts of text. 

Deleting all text from a panel 
If you wish to delete all text from a panel but wish to 
keep any existing photos, select the eraser icon. If you 
wish to delete all text and photos, select the garbage 
can icon. These icons must be selected twice as a 
safety precaution. 

Deleting, copying and writing blocks of text 

A block of text can be deleted or copied and then 
written to a different position within existing text. To do 
so, first you must select the block of text you wish to 
delete or copy. Move the cursor to either the first or last 
character of the desired text and press the selector 
button or key. This character will remain inversed. Next, 
select the character at the opposite end of the text you 
wish to delete or copy. Once a second character is 
selected, all the text between and including the two 
characters will be inversed. This is the selected text 
which can now be either deleted or copied. 
To delete the selected text, press the DELETE key. 
(Apple II+ owners: press CTRL-D}. 
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To copy the selected text, press CTRL-C. (Apple II+ 
owners: press CTRL-Q). 
Even if you delete a block of text, that text is copied for 
you. Thus, you can write a block of text to a different 
position within existing text by first copying it or delet 
ing it. 

To write a block of copied or deleted text, position the 
cursor where you want the text to appear and press 
CTRL-W. The text will be written to that position. If you 
press CTRL-W while the cursor is a hand, the text will 
be added to the end of the existing text. If you press 
CTRL-W before a block of text has been deleted or 
copied, nothing will be written. 

The OOPS icon will undo any deletion or writing of a 
block of text. 

Is the panel finished? 

When you think a panel is finished, check it over 
thoroughly. Are there any large empty spaces that 
require a short filler story? Are the placements of the 
photos and headlines exactly where you want them? 
And, most important, is the grammar and spelling 
absolutely correct? It is important to check a panel 
over very carefully before concluding it is finished. 

Very important ... save your panel 
Be certain to save your panel to a data disk before 
you return to The Newsroom Menu. If you do not save 
it, your panel will be lost. If you have not finished the 
panel, save it anyway. You can load it at another time 
and finish it then. 

It is a good idea to store all panels on a panel data disk 
This will make it easier to find a specific panel when 
you are laying out a page in the Layout work area of 
The Newsroom. 

To save your panel, select the disk icon. Enter a name 
with up to eight characters and press the RETURN 
(ENTER) key. Try to give the panel a name that will help 
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you remember what it is and where it belongs (page 
and panel location). 
After all the panels have been created and saved to 
disk, the next step is to arrange them on the page. This 
is done in the Layout work area of The Newsroom. 

Icons in the Copy Desk work area: 

The font icon allows you to select a font 

The eraser icon erases all text from the work area 

The oops icon retrieves photos removed from the 
work area 

The garbage can icon clears the work area 

The disk icon allows you to load photos and load or 
save panels 

The menu icon returns you to The Newsroom Menu 
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Layout Work Area Arranging the page 
When the panels and banner have been made, 
they can be arranged onto a page in the Layout area 
of The Newsroom. To get to this area, select Layout 
from the Menu. 

The first screen will present you with four options: 
-Lay out a page with a banner 
-Lay out a page without a banner 
-Load a page from a data disk 
-Return to the Menu 
If you choose to lay out a page either with or without a 
banner, the second screen will request which size of 
page you will be printing. There are four different types 
of layout pages, each with a different combination of 
panels and banner: 

Lay out the page 
Once the type of layout page has been selected, insert 
the data disk on which you have saved the panels 
designed for the page. Use the joystick or cursor keys 
to blink the panel area you wish to assign a panel to. 
Then press the selection button or key. The program 
will automatically display all of your panel titles found 
on the data disk in the selected area. For example, 
if you select the top left panel area, all of the panel 
titles on your data disk will be displayed in the top 
left panel area. 

SUPERIIMH 

Banner 

Panel Panel 

Panel Panel 

Panel Panel 

81f2•x 11n 
letter size page 
with banner 
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81/2" x 14" 
legal size page 
with banner 

Panel Panel 
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Panel Pane 

Panel Pane 

Panel Pane 

81f2• x 14n 
legal size page 
without banner 

Move the selector bar to make the different titles scroll 
up or down. When the title you want is in the selector 
bar, press the selection button or key. That panel will 
be assigned to the selected area and its title displayed 
there. If you do not see the title you want and wish to 
search for it on a different data disk, insert the new data 
disk and select the NEW DISK option from among the 
titles. The titles on the new disk will be displayed for 
your inspection. 

Follow this procedure to assign a panel to each 
panel area of the page. If no panel is assigned to 
an area, that area will appear blank when the page 
is printed out. 
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If you have selected to lay out a page with a ban 
ner, insert the data disk on which you have stored 
the banner design for the page. Use the joystick 
or cursor keys to blink the banner area at the top 
of the page. Then press the selector button or key. 
The program will automatically display all of your 
banner titles found on the data disk in that area. 
Select the desired banner in the same fashion 
you selected panels. 
If you assign the wrong title to a panel or banner area, 
use the joystick or cursor keys to blink that area and 
then press the selector button or key. Select a new title 
for that area in the same fashion you selected the 
original title. 
Save your layout to a page data disk 

You have determined the layout of your page. Now you 
need to save the page onto a page data disk. Once the 
layout of a page has been saved to a page data disk, al 
of the files necessary to produce that page are stored 
together. You will not need to search other data disks 
for any of the necessary panels or banner. This makes 
it very easy for you to transmit or pnnt the page. 

To save your layout to a page data disk, select the SAVE 
option at the bottom of the screen. Even if you have not 
finished your layout, save it anyway before returning to 
The Newsroom Menu. You can load it at another time 
and finish it then. 

You will be asked to enter a name for the page. Give ,t 
a name that will help you remember which page it is. 
The name can have up to eight characters. 
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Next you will be asked to insert a data disk. All panel 
and banner files necessary to produce your page will 
be transferred to this data disk. If the data disk does 
not have enough space on it to hold the entire page, 
you will be requested to insert a different data disk. 
It rs a good idea to use a separate data disk to store 
pages and not use it to store other types of files such 
as photos, panels or banners. Label it clearly as a 
page data disk. 

At this point you will have to do some disk swapping. 
Follow the directions on the screen carefully and insert 
either the page data disk or the appropriate data disk 
containing the panel or banner file being requested 
specifically. It rs at this point that you will appreciate 
good data disk organization with separate panel data 
disks, photo data disks and banner data disks. The 
end result will be a page data disk which contains 
copies of the banner and panels you have assigned to 
the page. Be certain to label the page data disk clearly 
so that you will always know which pages it contains. 

If you decide to alter the page layout, insert your page 
data disk and select the option to load a page from a 
data disk. The page titles on your page data disk will 
be displayed so that you can select one to be loaded. 
Once the page is loaded, the names of the different 
panels and banner will be shown in their location on 
the page. Use the joystick or cursor keys to blink the 
area you wish to change and select a new panel or 
banner in the manner described above. If you make 
changes, be certain to save the new layout of the 
page before returning to the Menu. 

Saving your page to a page data disk takes a little time, 
but it is well worth the effort. Once done, you can use 
the Wire Service to call up the entire page and auto 
matically transmit it. The same is true with the Printing 
Press which will automatically print your page. 
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The Wire Service Use your modem to transmit the news 

The Wire Service allows you to use your modem, if you 
have one, to send or receive pages, panels, banners or 
photos that have been created in The Newsroom. It is 
an optional feature and is not required for you to create 
your newspaper. If you do have a modem, however, 
you can use it to communicate with your fellow news 
people. For example, assume you are editor-in-chief of 
your newspaper and have three editors working with 
you, each with his or her own staff of reporters and 
copy writers. These reporters and oopy writers can 
work at their own locations and transmit their materials 
to their editor with the Wire Service. That editor can 
then edit their materials to his or her satisfaction before 
sending them on to you. Once you receive the materials. 
you can exercise full editorial powers by rearranging 
the panels, rewriting the text and even altering the 
photos! All this can be done without ever sending 
disks by mail or delivery service. · 

Apple, IBM and Commodore can talk to each other 
The Wire Service allows for transmission to and from 
previously incompatible computers. For example, a 
photo might be created on an Apple lie and then sent 
to an IBM PC where text could be added to create a 
panel. The IBM PC could then send the panel to a 
Commodore 64 where the panel could be added to a 
page. The Commodore 64 could then send the page 
to a PCjr for final editing. In every instance, regardless 
of the type of machine, the photos and text will look 
identical. All the computers understand each other! 
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Sending and receiving news 

To send or receive news, select the Wire Service from 
The Newsroom Menu. The first screen will present 
four options: 
Change setup 
Receive data 
Send data 
Menu 

The first screen will also display the current setup. 
Examine this information before you send or receive 
anything. The two computers sending and receiving 
data must be set up at the same baud rate. If you need 
to change the setup, select the first option: Change the 
modem setup. Follow the screen instructions carefully. 
From the list presented you may select your modem, 
dialing procedure, interface card and card slot. Just 
scroll through the lists using the cursor keys or joystick 
and select the desired option by pressing the selector 
or joystick button. 
Special note for Apple lie owners: You will not be asked 
for interface card or card slot information because your 
computer has the hardware built right in. 

It is easy to use the Wire Service. Select the desired 
options and them follow the screen instructions care 
fully. The program will let you know when to dial or 
answer the phone, when the transmission is in prog 
ress and when the transmission has been completed. If 
something has gone wrong with the transmission, the 
program will abort the transmission and inform you of 
having done so. Many different things could cause 
the transmission to be aborted: a phone accidentally 
knocked out of its cradle, an incoming call on a two line 
system, etc. If the transmission is aborted, the best 
thing to do is to check the equipment of both sender 
and receiver and then try again. 
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Roll the presses 
Once a page has been defined in the layout area 
of The Newsroom, you can begin to roll the printing 
presses and actually produce your newspaper! Or, if 
you want to see how a photo, banner or a panel looks 
on paper, you can print out a copy for your inspec 
tion. To do these things, select Press from The News 
room Menu. 

The first screen will present six options: 
Change setup 
Print page 
Print panel 
Print banner 
Print photo 
Menu 
Use the joystick or cursor keys to blink the desired 
option box and then press the selection button or key. 
If you have selected to print a page, panel, banner or 
photo, insert the data disk containing the files you wish 
to print. Your data disk will automatically be searched 
for the appropriate type of files (page, panel, banner 
or photo) and only those titles will be displayed on the 
screen. Select the title you want to print by moving the 
selector bar to it and pressing the selection button 
or key. 

The first screen will also display the current printer 
setup. Examine this information before you print 
anything. If the printing equipment you use with your 
computer system is not specified, you will need to 
select the first option: Change setup. Follow the 
screen instructions carefully and the program will set 
up the disk for your equipment. Once you have done 
this, you will not need to do so again unless you use 
the disk with different equipment. 

The Printing Press 

There are many advantages to utilizing the Wire 
Service. For instance, you can incorporate the talent of 
more people in the production of your newspaper. Also, 
several different parts of the newspaper can be created 
simultaneously and then sent to the layout editor. And 
since the transmission happens so quickly, an editor 
can review an article and communicate suggestions to 
the author many times in a single day. Using the mail 
would require days and even weeks to accomplish the 
same thing. As your newspaper matures and your staff 
grows, you will find the Wire Service to be a valuable 
feature of The Newsroom. · 

If you are receiving news over the Wire Service, be 
certain to have appropriate data disks available. For 
example, if you are receiving a panel, have a panel data 
disk ready. If you are receiving a page, have a page 
data disk ready. If there is not enough room on your 
data disk to store the files being transmitted, you will be 
instructed to insert a different data disk into the drive. I , 
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If the printer fails to print your newspaper or does not 
print it properly, you probably entered some incorrect 
information during the setup process. The following 
instructions will help you set up The Newsroom Master 
Program disk correctly. 

Printing with an Apple II+, lie or lie 
1. Insert the Master Program side of The Newsroom 

program disks into the disk drive. 
2. Select the PRESS from the picture menu. 
3. The current setup wil be displayed at the top of the 

screen. If the current setup does not match your 
equipment, select the CHANGE SETUP option. 

NOTE: If you have an Apple lie, you will be forwarded 
automatically to the printer selection screen the very 
first time you select the PRESS from the picture menu. 

4. Select the type of printer you are using by moving 
the selector bar with the cursor keys or joystick and 
pressing the selector keys or joystick button. 

5. The next screen will request whether or not your 
setup requires an automatic linefeed. Select default 
if you do not know if your printer requires linefeed. 

6. Indicate which slot your printer interface card is in. 

NOTE: If you have an Apple lie, the program will auto 
matically select the proper slot. 

7. Indicate which interface card you are using. If you 
do not see your card listed, try selecting the Apple 
parallel card. Note: If you have an Apple lie, the 
program will automatically select the serial port. 
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Printing with an IBM PC, PC Jr or Commodore 64 
1. Insert the Master Program side of The Newsroom 

into the disk drive. 
2. Select the PRESS from the picture menu. 
3. The current setup will be displayed at the top of the 

screen. If the current setup does not match your 
equipment, select the CHANGE SETUP option. 

4. Select the type of printer you are using by moving 
the selector bar with the cursor keys or joystick and 
pressing the selector keys or joystick button. 

NOTE: Steps 5 and 6 apply to Commodore 64 only. 

5. The next screen will request whether or not your 
setup requires an automatic linefeed. Select default 
if you do not know if your printer requires linefeed. 

6. Indicate which interface card you are using. 

Printer Checklist: 
1. Make sure the Master Program disk is configured 
properly. 
2. Make sure the power cable is connected. 
3. Make sure the printer cable is connected. 
4. Make sure the printer power switch is on. 
5. Make sure the printer has paper which is properly 
positioned. 
6. Make sure the printer is on-line (selected). 
7. Make sure the printer's removable top (if any) is 
firmly in place. 
8. Make sure the dip switches are properly set. 
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The Complete Guide to Creating a Newspaper 
Creating Your Where do you begin? 
Newspaper The first thing to do is to decide why you want to 

publish a newspaper. Do you want to cover news for a 
certain group, like your neighborhood, school or office? 
Maybe you would like to publish a paper for the French 
Club, your Junior Achievement group or your bowling 
league. Perhaps you know some aspiring writers who 
need somewhere to publish their work. Whatever the 
purpose of your newspaper, making some decisions 
before you begin will make writing it much easier. 

Decide who you want to read your paper and then find 
out more about them. What are their interests? What 
kind of information do they need? How old are they? 
Where do they live? These questions will help you 
provide relevant reading for them. If you are publishing 
a 4th grade newspaper, your readers would find a story 
about municipal stocks and bonds quite boring. How 
ever, they might find information on park and recreatior 
teams for elementary aged kids very interesting. You 
may want to send your reporters out into the field to 
learn about prospective readers. By discovering more 
about your audience you will know what stones they 
will enjoy and what information they will find important 

Organize a staff ... find people to help you! 

You can write a newspaper by yourself, but working 
with a newspaper staff is easier, more effective and 
much more fun. There are lots of jobs to be done 
when publishing a newspaper ... from the editor who 
has the final word on an article to the person in charge 
of distribution. As you gain experience publishing 
your newspaper you will discover which of the fol 
lowing positions would make your operation run 
more smoothly: 
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Editor- The editor's job is to maintain a high quality 
newspaper, coordinating everything that goes into the 
newspaper: news articles, features, photographs, etc. 
It rs the editor who decides which stories are covered, 
who should do the reporting and writing and then gives 
the final OK after the article is written. If there are a 
number of sections to your newspaper, it may be nec 
essary to assign an editor for each section. An editor in 
chief would then supervise each of these editors. 

Reporters-A reporter collects information on an 
assigned topic and then writes a factual, interesting 
story about it. If you have a small newspaper, it is 
important to encourage your reporters to contribute 
their own ideas and write occasional feature stories. 

Other Contributors- These are people both on and off 
your staff that act as columnists, cartoonists, feature 
writers, humorists, reviewers, etc. Assignments are 
usually based on the writer's interests and talents. 

Proofreader or Copy Editor- This person checks for 
accuracy, style and grammatical errors. It is a good 
idea to have someone other than the original writer 
work as proofreader as it is often difficult to detect your 
own errors. Remember, a good newspaper-one that rs 
respected-not only has the facts correct, but also has 
impeccable grammar and spelling! 

Business Manager-In a small newspaper, the 
business manager can often handle both the day-to 
day financial responsibilities and oversee the advertis 
ing tasks. In a large paper, it may be better to split up 
these jobs. The business manager pays bills, keeps 
the staff supplied with materials and may deal with 
questions or complaints from the public. Advertising 
is an important funding source, so someone must find 
advertisers, check the quality of the advertisement 
and oversee the payment of ad space. 
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Distributors-Be certain to have someone deliver 
or sell your paper. Very often the staff can double in 
that capacity. 

Find topics to write about 
Once you have defined your newspaper's purpose and 
readership and have selected a dependable staff, life at 
The Newsroom gets very exciting! Finding interesting 
things to write about is easier than you may imagine. 
One of the best ways to get ideas is to have a staff 
planning session before you start to work on an issue. 
Talk about the kinds of things you would like to include. 

• Plan a variety of articles that reflects your audience's 
interests. Write down the areas that you want to 
include. look at the section on "What goes into a 
newspaper?" in this booklet. 

• How much coverage do you want to give a certain 
topic? You may want a whole section on cooking if 
your audience includes aspiring chefs. Or, you may 
want to include articles about popular rock groups 1f 
your audience includes many young musicians. 

• Evaluate your newspaper after each issue. Talking 
about what went right and wrong is important for 
the newspaper's success. Try to find out what the 
readers liked so that you can include more of it in 
future issues. 

• Brainstorm lots of ideas for stories. Encourage your 
staff to offer their ideas and write them down. Once 
you think you have exhausted all the possibilities, 
decide which ones ought to be pursued. 

• Give everyone an assignment, keeping in mind each 
person's interests and talents. 
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What goes into a newspaper? 
There are many things you can include in your news 
paper. What you put into it depends upon a number 
of things: 
• The purpose of your newspaper. Be sure the staff 

knows why the paper is being written. A large part of 
this is defining the intended audience. Do you want to 
provide news or a place for people to publish their 
creative writings? 

• What is important now? 
• What information will affect your readership? 
• What will the readership find interesting or 

entertaining? 
• Articles and features should reflect the talents and 

interests of your staff while still remaining relevant to 
the readership. 

Here is a list of ideas for your newspaper. This is not a 
complete list ... use your imagination and add new and 
different things to it. 

News Articles- This is what people most often expect 
from a newspaper. It includes stories about things 
that are happening now. Include scoops and stories 
your reporters have collected about current events. 
Remember, news is happening now! 

Columns- These are written by members of your staff 
or people you have asked to do a feature tor the paper 
on an ongoing basis. It there are several sections to 
the paper, include the columns in the most logical sec 
tion. For example, a sports columnist's interview with 
an athlete would go into the sports section. A movie 
reviewer's column would be included in the entertain 
ment section. Look in your local paper for other exam 
ples of regular columns. 
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Editorials-Quite often newspapers feature com 
mentary on current events or issues that they view as 
important. It may be opinions about political decisions, 
food at the school cafeteria or the traffic patterns in the 
business district. Letters from readers are also included 
in this section. They provide them with the opportunity 
to speak out on issues important to them. Be sure the 
letters you publish are researched and reflect a care 
fully thought out viewpoint. You would not want to print 
something that is untrue or treats someone unfairly. 
Sports- This section can include current sportinq 
news or features about sports figures, fitness ideas for 
readers or sports strategy. A calendar of local sporting 
events is always a welcome addition. 

Features- These are stories whose interest lies in 
some factor other than their news value. They are usu 
ally scattered throughout the paper, but not usually on 
the front page. The kinds of stories you could include 
would be an interview with a unique but not necessarily 
famous person, a human interest story or a funny story. 

Entertainment-Include information about local events 
such as movies, plays, bands, dances and art shows. 
Let your readers know what is available for them to do 
in their community. This is also an excellent spot to 
review movies, records, books, plays and concerts. 
Look in your local paper for an example of an enter 
tainment section. 

Food-Recipes, menu planning, food features and 
reviews of restaurants are often included in this section. 
Sponsor a cooking contest and publish the winning 
recipes with the results. 

Fashion-Clothes, colors, trends and prices are of 
interest to readers of this section. It's always a good 
idea to include some photos or art work. 
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Calendar and Listings- This can be one of the most 
valuable sections of a school, neighborhood or busi 
ness newspaper. Let your readers know about every 
thing that is going on in your area ... from bake sales to 
elections, sporting events to fund raising drives. Invite 
clubs and other organizations to submit news about 
their activities. 

Advertisements-One way to help pay for the 
production of your paper is to solicit ads from local 
businesses. Most papers charge advertisers according 
to the location and size of the ad. Ads usually do not 
appear on the front page, which is reserved for the 
most important news. 

want Ads-Give your readers a chance to advertise 
in your paper. They may want to buy something, sell 
something, find a job or hire someone. 

Filler- These are special features to fill odd corners of 
the newspaper. Some possibilities: crossword puzzles, 
word scrambles, brain teasers, jokes, funny stories, 
weather news, trivia and creative writing. 
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The Interview ... 
Investigative Reporting 

Once you have determined the topic for an article, get 
ready for action. Before the story can be printed in the 
newspaper, there is lots of work (and fun) to be done. 
You will need to learn about your subject, check and 
recheck your facts, put your ideas into written form and 
proofread it carefully. Then, 1f you like, add a picture to 
complement your story. 

When you are writing a story, it is a good idea to do 
some research before you start to compose your 
article. The most fun way to find out about a subject is 
to talk to people that are involved in the event or know 
a lot about a certain topic. Be sure you know enough 
about the topic so you can ask questions. You want the 
person you are interviewing to take you seriously. If you 
wait until after the interview to do your research, you 
may find out there were lots of questions you wish you 
would have asked. Follow the guidelines listed in the 
research section. 

Whom should you interview? 

Do you need to talk to one person or a lot of people? 
Perhaps you want to get the crowd's reaction to a 
college soccer game. What kinds of questions will give 
you that information and how many people will you 
need to ask? You'll probably want to stick to a few 
general questions to ask each person. If an important 
person is coming to your community, you can concen 
trate your efforts on that one interview. Develop a lot of 
questions so you can get an in-depth story about this 
person or what he or she knows. Talk with people that 
can add facts to your story, are involved with an event 
or could add pizzazz to your article. 

Your questions should reflect what you want to know 
and how many people you are going to ask. 
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What do you ask? 

Before you do the interview and while you are research 
ing your topic, ask yourself why you want to do the 
interview. This will help you figure out what you want 
to know and give you ideas for good questions. Write 
down all your ideas-don't worry about organizing them 
yet. It is always a good idea to jot down more questions 
than you think you could possibly ask. If you think you 
have only five minutes to interview the President of the 
United States, you may be tempted to write down only 
four or five important questions. But consider what 
happens 1f his next appointment is cancelled and you 
find yourself talking to the President for an hour. It 
would be unfortunate indeed not to take advantage of 
such an opportunity, so write down those extra ques 
tions! After you have jotted down ideas and possible 
questions, organize your thoughts. 
• Group your questions into major categories. Which 

questions go together? 
• Within a group of questions, which are most gen 

eral or could be used to "title" other questions 
and which could be used to elaborate on a point? 
Organize your thoughts so that you have a question 
with which you would like to begin and then some 
follow-up questions that will give you more detail. 

• Prioritize your questions. You will probably not have 
enough time to ask all the questions you have down 
on your notepad, so be sure you get to ask what 
you really want to know. You may want to list these 
questions first or highlight them in your notes. 
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• Experiment with different ways to take notes during 
an interview. Some people write down their ques 
tions beforehand, leave lots of space underneath 
each one, and then take notes right on the question 
sheet. Others like to keep notes on a separate sheet 
of paper. You will have to try a few different 
techniques until you find the one best for you. 

• When you first interview, you may want to write notes 
to yourself on your questions sheet. Remind yourself 
to listen carefully and give the person lots of time to 
talk. Hmmms and pauses encourage the interviewee 
to expand on comments. Don't talk too much and be 
sure to look at the person directly. 

• Don't be afraid to ask a question that isn't on your 
sheet. Sometimes something will come up that is 
more interesting than what you have thought to ask. 

• It is very important to be accurate. If the person you 
are interviewing is giving you information involving 
numbers, don't be afraid to repeat the information 
you have written down. 
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Strategies for getting an interview 
If you are interviewing a lot of people on the street and 
your questions don't take up too much of their time, you 
probably won't have too many problems finding people 
to answer your questions. Be prepared with your ques 
tions, identify yourself and why you are talking to peo 
ple and remember that your appearance will probably 
influence whether or not people want to talk to you. 
Some people love to talk about themselves or their 
interests and have the time to do so. Setting up an 
interview with them should be easy. Call them on the 
phone or talk to their secretary to set up a time for an 
interview. Tell them who you are, why you are doing the 
story and a little about what you would like to know 
from them. This will give them something to think 
about before the interview. 

Some people are not so eager to be interviewed or 
lack the time to talk to reporters. Here are some ideas 
for getting interviews with the reluctant or hard to 
reach person: 
• Be persistent. Write or call often and try to make an 

appointment. .. even if you have to wait a long time for 
the interview. 

• Settle for a written or phone interview. These aren't 
as in-depth, but you will still get valuable information. 

• Frequent places where this person might be found. 
You may get to ask a few questions while walking 
to his or her car or set up an appointment for 
another time. 

• Use your contacts. Do you have a friend or 
acquaintance that knows the person you want to 
interview? Ask them if you can use their name to 
get noticed or ask them to contact your elusive 
interviewee for you. 
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Refine your interviewing techniques 
There are a number of things that you can do to make 
an interview go smoothly. First, always be on time. It is 
better to be early and have to wait than to be late and 
miss your interview. Your appearance is also important 
... you don't want to intimidate the person nor do you 
want to leave the impression that you are disorganized. 
A useful guideline is to imagine that you have the same 
job as the person you are interviewing. What is some 
thing you would wear to work? If you are interviewing 
the major, a suit might be appropriate. Jeans might be 
appropriate for talking to students. When in doubt, the 
clean-cut look is always safe. 

Feel free to use a tape recorder to help remember what 
went on during the interview and help you use accurate 
quotes. Take hand-written notes too, however, because 
batteries can go dead. If you use a recorder, try not to look 
at it to check if it's working. looking at the machine 
might make your interviewee nervous. 

Be sure your questions are organized so that you can 
read them easily. You don't want your paper shuffling 
to be distracting. Try to remain relaxed. You'll have a 
lot more fun if you tune into the interview rather than 
your nerves. 
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Research ... Find Out 
More About the Topic 

Interviewing people is only one way to find out more 
about your subject. Researching your topic is an 
important part of investigative reporting. You can find 
background information and re-check your facts using 
many resources: 

Library 
The reference room is a great place to begin. Become 
familiar with encyclopedias, government documents, 
almanacs and other resources. The librarian knows 
where to find information on almost any topic ... just ask! 
If you are interviewing an author, browse through some 
of his or her publications. 

Magazines and dally newspapers 
If you don't subscribe to periodicals, the library has an 
excellent collection. If you would like to use magazines 
or newspapers as a source but don't know how to find 
articles on your topic, ask the librarian to teach you how 
to use the indexes. 

Information groups 
Depending on your topic, there may be some organ 
izations that can give you helpful information. For 
example, The League of Women Voters can give you 
election facts and the Better Business Bureau can 
provide valuable consumer information. 

People 
Develop surveys or take polls on important issues. Your 
data can reflect the opinions of your specific audience. 
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Writing the Story ... 
Pulling the Facts 
Together 

After you have collected all your information, it is time 
to write the story. Once you are familiar with the Copy 
Desk, you will never want to handwrite anything again. 
You will be amazed at how quickly you can write your 
story, make revisions and get it to the Printing Press. 

Organization 
Think about your story before you write anything. Look 
over your notes, consider the questions you've asked and 
begin to organize the story. Write down major points 
you wish to make in the body of the article. Don't worry 
about order yet. If you aren't sure which points are sig 
nificant, start by jotting down answers to the 5 W's and 
the H: 
WHO is the story about? 
WHAT has happened? 
WHEN did it happen? 
WHERE did it happen? 
WHY did it happen? 
HOW did it happen? 

Now organize supporting information under each of 
your major points. This might take the form of quotes 
from interviews, statistics or background information 
you've collected at the library. Prioritize your informa 
tion. What are the most and least important facts in the 
story? Many reporters organize their articles so that 
most significant information is in the first part of the 
article. If you look at your local newspaper, you will 
probably find that the first paragraph, called the lead, 
often answers the W-H questions. It is always written to 
attract the readers' attention so they will want to read 
the entire article. The rest of the story is usually an 
elaboration on this lead paragraph. Articles are tradi 
tionally organized this way to make it easier for the 
editor to cut down the size of a story. Rather than have 
to pick sentences and paragraphs carefully, he or she 
can usually omit the last part of the article. 
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Helpful hints 

Here are some helpful hints for newspaper writing. Try 
to keep these things in mind while you are composing: 
• Tell the story. Be sure you are giving the audience all 

the important facts. 
• Keep to the point. Have you included anything that 

doesn't add to the story? One way to check for 
irrelevant information is to have someone else read 
your story. 

• Avoid big words and long sentences. 
• Put your article away for a day or so and then 

revise it. 

How about a headline? 

Headlines serve a number of purposes. They summa 
rize the story, grab the reader's attention and break up 
the monotony of the printed page. Headlines should 
be action oriented and always have a stated or implied 
verb. Headlines are brief, like a telegram, and are often 
only a few words long. Sometimes writing a headline 
first can give you a mental block-you waste a lot of time 
trying to think of something. Many reporters write the 
"head" last because the article is complete and the 
pressure is off. 
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Photojournalism ... Say 
It with Pictures! 

Everyone likes to look at pictures. In a newspaper they 
attract attention, help prove points and make the 
paper more fun to read. The Newsroom offers the 
unique feature of enabling you to create your own 
pictures. It can help emphasize a serious situation, 
poke fun at a humorous event or illustrate an utterly 
impossible story. 
What makes a good picture? 

It is often said that a picture is worth a thousand 
words. Make your newspaper pictures tell a story by 
making them action oriented. Include people or 
characters to make them interesting. Try something 
out of the ordinary ... anytrunq's possible using the 
Photo Lab. Pictures help prove points in newspapers. 
For a news story, design your pictures to highlight the 
event. Remember, it should help tell your story. 
Feature sto- 
ries almost always include a photo. These are human 
interest stories and your picture should do what you 
want it to do-make your audience laugh, draw 
concern or make them feel happy. Pictures highlight 
the people or places involved. 
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Create exciting photos 
When you work in The Newsroom, your mind is the 
lens of the camera. You can create any picture you 
want using the Photo Lab ... from the mundane to 
the amazing. 
• Become familiar with the clip art that is available. 

Look through Appendix IV-Clip Art Overview and 
focus on the characters and objects that you could 
use to illustrate an article. 

• When you are out getting your story, look around. 
What is going on? What are the people doing? 
What is interesting? What image could help you 
tell the story? Jot down some picture possibilities 
on the site. 

• When you are back at The Newsroom, browse 
through the clip art and select pictures that together 
or by themselves could illustrate your article. Exper 
iment with different elements: background, char 
acters, objects. 

• If you can't find exactly what you want in the library 
of clip art, make changes to it or create your own. 
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Layout ... Arranging 
the Page 

When the articles are complete, the pictures created 
and the headlines written, it is time to figure out what 
goes where on which page. Laying out a newspaper 
can be lots of fun, especially if you do it as a group. Let 
everyone express their opinions and try out ideas. 

What goes where? 

Make your first page the most dynamic and eye 
catching. If you look at a daily newspaper, all the most 
important stories begin on the first page. The lead 
story is usually on the upper right hand side. Include 
your banner, a zippy headline for the important story, a 
picture and some teasers (pictures, graphics or a 
listing of what else is in the paper). 

StELEY' S 
� SHOP 

12 Eloo St. 42'5-8882 
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Layout tips 

The remainder of your articles, pictures and graphics 
will go inside the paper. Here are some tips for laying 
out your newspaper: 
• Printed material should not cover more than about 

2/J of your page. It makes the paper seem dull. Add 
pictures and headlines for interest and to attract 
attention. 

• Examine the overall "look" of the page. Is it pleas 
ant to look at? Is your attention taken where you 
want it to be drawn? What impression will it make 
on the reader? 

• Include a lot of people in your layout sessions. 
• Avoid headline competition by arranging them 

around the pages, especially if two pages wil show 
at the same time. Most people begin looking at the 
upper left hand corner and then let their eyes 
search toward the lower left hand corner. Place 
pictures and titles with this in mind. 

• Try to keep headlines in the upper half of the page. 
• Have plenty of fillers available to place where they 

are needed. 
• Be flexible. Try all sorts of combinations and judge 

them for appearance and how they draw the 
reader's attention. 

If your back page will show, be sure that it is attractive 
too. You don't want a potential reader to be turned off 
by an ugly or dull back page. If you mail out your news 
paper, leave room for the address on the back page. 
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Appendix I 
Glossary 
ad Abbreviation for advertisement 
assignment A story a reporter has been told to cover 
banner Name of the newspaper in large letters across the top 

of the front page (also called flag or logo) 
beat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Reporter's regular assignment for covering the news 
byline Name of the writer appearing at the head of a news or 

photo story 
caption A label beneath a photo (see cutline) 
city editor The person in charge of the city desk who oversees the 

work of reporters in the newspaper's city of publication 
column 1. The vertical division of text in the makeup of the 

newspaper 
2. Articles that appear regularly in the newspaper that 
are written by the same person, reflecting a particular 
point of view 

columnist A person who writes a column 
copy The words in a news story 
copy boy An errand runner in a news office who carries copy 
copy desk The desk in a newspaper office where copy is edited 

and prepared for typesetting and printing 
copyreader A newspaper worker who corrects or edits copy written 

by reporters (this person may also write headlines} 
correspondents Reporters employed to furnish news of a certain type or 

from a certain place (also called stringers) 
cover To get all the details of a news report and write it up 
cutline The information which accompanies and describes 

a photo 
dateline · The line at the beginning of a story which includes the 

name of the city or country where the event occurred 
and sometimes the abbreviation for the wire service or 
news bureau which submitted the story 

deadline The time at which all copy for an article must be in 
delete To take out copy or type (also referred to as kill) 
dummy A rough layout of a newspaper page showing place 

ment of stories, photos, etc. 
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edition The entire number of copies of a publication printed 
at one time 

editor The person in charge of planning and producing a 
particular part of the paper 

editor in chief The editor having final responsibility for the operations 
and policies of a newspaper 

editorial An article expressing the opinion of the newspaper or 
a person regarding a certain subject 

feature A story in which the interest value lies in some factor 
other than news (often called human interest stories} 

filler A small story with little news value used to fill in small 
empty spaces on a page 

flag Name of the newspaper in large letters across the top 
of the front page (also called banner or logo) 

font. ; A complete set of type in one size and style 
headline Commonly called head, it consists of large type sum 

marizing contents of an article and must include a 
stated or implied verb 

jump To continue a story from one page to another 
kill To take out copy or type (also referred to as delete) 
lead 1. The opening paragraph of a news story 

2. The most important story of the day, usually located 
in the upper right hand portion of the front page 

masthead The detailed information printed in every newspaper 
stating the title, ownership, staff and subscription rates 

proofreader One who reads proof pages and marks errors 
publisher The chief executive of a newspaper 
reporter The person on the newspaper staff whose respon 

sibility it is to cover news assignments and write 
factual and interesting stories about the events 

scoop A story obtained before other news organizations 
receive the information 

subhead Headings used in the body of the story to break the 
monotony of the solid column 

typa Abbreviation for typographical error 
W.H formula Who, what, when, where, why and how 
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Appendix II 
Annotated 
Bibliography 

About Journalism (1978). For language and social 
studies. Well-organized, creative and easy to read. 
Deals with the way the newspaper is organized and 
how news is gathered, written, edited and printed. 
Grade level focus: 5-12. Source: Channing L. Bete Co. 
Inc., Joseph Long, Group Marketing Director, 200 
State Road, South Deerfield, Massachusetts 01373. 

Bibliography: NIE Publications. Annotates more 
than 100 NIE (Newspapers In Education) curriculum 
publications for teachers and students. Answers 
questions about using the newspaper in school 
curriculum. An indispensable resource for teachers 
interested in the full spectrum of NIE materials 
available. Grade level: adult. Source: Publications 
Director, ANPA Foundation, The Newspaper Center, 
Box 17407, Dulles International Airport, Washington, 
D.C. 20041. 

Brady, John. The Craft of Interviewing. Random 
House: New York, NY, 1976. Covers all aspects of the 
interviewing process from getting the interview to 
writing it up. Includes anecdotes from the author's 
experience. Grade level: adult. 

Brigham, Nancy. How to do Leaflets, Newsletters 
and Newspapers. Hastings House Publishers: New 
York, NY, 1982. A good book for both beginning and 
seasoned journalists. Covers a wide range of topics 
concerned with planning, printing and publishing 
leaflets, newsletters and newspapers. Grade level: 9+ 

Decker, Howard. Newspaper Workshop: Under 
standing Your Newspaper (revised 1978). Relates to 
learning about the newspaper-its contents and organ 
ization. Coverage is comprehensive, including 67 
student projects. Workbook pages are perforated for 
tearing out. Grade level: 9-12. Source: Globe Book 
Co., Inc., 50 West 23rd Street, New York, NY 10010. 
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Editors of the Harvard Post. How to Produce a Small 
Newspaper (2nd edition). The Harvard Common 
Press: Harvard and Boston, Massachusetts, 1983. 
A comprehensive guide to producing a smaller 
newspaper, such as a community or school paper. 
Grade level: 9+. 

Gentry, Carolyn S. Photojournalism (1976). Includes 
a history of photojournalism. Contains suggested proj 
ects and a sample elementary lesson on interpreting 
photographs. Grade level: K-12. Source: The Florida 
Times-Union, Promotion Director, PO Box 1949, 
Jacksonville, FL 32231. 

Hudson, Howard Penn. Publishing Newsletters. 
Charles Scribner's Sons: New York, NY 1982. A 
complete guide to markets, editorial content, design, 
printing, subscriptions and management. Grade 
level: adult. 

Lewis, Gail and Wilma Blylock. One, Two, Three, Go! 
(1978). A guide for parents using the newspapers with 
three- and four-year olds. Well organized with clearly 
described lessons. Provides parent with information 
regarding the purpose of the activity as well as sug 
gested materials and procedures. Grade level: pre 
school. Source: Eugene D. Rutland, 4646 Poplar, 
Suite 531, Memphis, Tennessee 38117. 

Newspapers Are For Kids, Too! (1983). Designed to 
show parents how to utilize the newspaper to help 
their children learn and review the many skills needed 
in today's complex world. Grade level: K-6. Source: 
The Press/Sun Bulletin, NIE Coordinator, Vestal 
Parkway East, Binghamton, NY 13901. 

Noyes, Dan. Raising Hell. A helpful booklet on how to 
research individuals, government and corporations. 
Lists useful research guides. Grade level: 9+. Source: 
Mother Jones Center for Investigative Reporting, 625 
3rd St., San Francisco, CA 94107. 
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Smith, Ruth and Barbara Michalak. How to Read Your 
Newspaper-Second Edition (1978). Contains 21 chap 
ters on a wide range of topics such as news gathering, 
feature stones, sports, the newspaper morgue, govern 
ment, entertainment, comics, financial page, critical anal 
ysis and the free press. Designed to develop thoughtful 
readers. Grade level: 9-12. Source: Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich Inc., 7573rdAve., New York, NY 10017. 

Starting a Classroom Newspaper (1983). A 
beginner's guide to starting a classroom newspaper. 
Contains practical suggestions; emphasizes encour 
aging students to take an interest in a wide range of 
topics. Aims to develop students' knowledge as to the 
nature of the newspaper and to encourage us use. 
Grade level: 4-12. Source: The Spectator, NIE Coor 
dinator, 44 Frid St., Hamilton, Ontario LBN 3G3. 

Strunk, William, Jr. and E.B. White. The Elements 
of Style-3rd edition. New York: Macmillan, 1979. 
An absolute essential for the serious writer or editor. 
Grade level 9+ . 

Sullivan, Betty, Shirley Williams Herrington and John 
Sorrels. Our Advisors Speak: Help is on the Way! 
(1983). Material is especially useful for junior-senior 
high school journalism advisors. Points up ways a daily 
newspaper can aid in training student journalists. 
Practical and comprehensive. Source: The Commercial 
Appeal, NIE Coordinator, 495 Union Ave., Memphis, 
Tennessee 38101. 

Walters, Barbara. How to Talk with Practically 
Anybody about Practically Anything. New York: 
Dell, 1970. Walters discusses her personal rules for 
successful conversation with people from all walks of 
ltfe. Her anecdotes make the book easy and enjoyable 
to read. Grade level: 8+. 

Wirtz, Paul, Rosestell Woolner, Gail Lewis, Donna 
Eddins and Cynthia Liddel. Let's Play and Learn 
Together (1977). A guide for using the newspaper with 
three- and four-year olds for teacher or parents. Pur 
pose is to focus on different possible topics, pictures 
and sections of the newspaper which parents and 
children can enjoy on a daily or weekly basis. Grade 
level: pre-school. Source: The Commercial Appeal, 
Director, Educational Services, PO Box 334, Memphis, 
Tennessee 38101. 

Understanding the News Media (1976). Material 
is flexible; each chapter stands alone. Designed to 
develop knowledge of news media, thier importance 
in society and ability to judge media. Grade level: 
7-12. Source: Robert A. Wood, General Manager, 
Southwest Ohio Instructional TV Association Inc., 
Miami University, Oxford, Ohio 45056. 
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Appendix Ill Marl< in Mark In Corrected Marl< In Marl< In Corrected 
Proofreaders' Symbols Instruction Margin Text \lerslon Instruction Margin Text \leralon 

Delete .»: the-paper the paper - Straighten hne - the paper the paper 
Insert '1,1,(,() the paper the new paper 

"" (fl) @) Wronglont the paPl() the paper 
Let rt stand the-paper the new paper ... 

@ Broken type x t!&aper the paper 
Make lower case jhePaper the Paper 

� 

Insert space # th,/,aper the paper 
Make upper case the paper the Paper 

@ Insert pertOd Q This is rtl\ This is 1t 
Transpose tho{lape1"1ew) the new paper 

Insert comma 1' goAl°, go go, go. go ,...... 
the parer Close up space '-' the paper ........ /""\ = ,,-...;,....._ = � ,,..... ........_ tnsert hyphen word for word word-tor---ord 

Delete & close up .e: the�er " " the paper 
........ 

C) Insert colon paper I\ paper· 
Spelt out ® @papers ten papers 

/:\ lnsen semlCOlon ) paper/\ paper, 
Start paragraph 11 It's time It's time 

"Let's go. Let's go 
� Tom'< Insert apostrophe Tom's 

Aun1n 
� 

It's time:, It's time. let's �c/ �'/ " v CLet1sgo. go. Insert qUOlat,on marks the paper the "paper" 

Move right ] th3paper the paper Insert parentheses (/)/ papeteursl\ paper (ours) 

MOiie ieft [ [ the paper the paper Insert brackets ]/]/ paper Tribune paper (Tribune) 
/\ " 

n .J.-:- Move up the paper the paper Insert en dash N 1984)_985 1984-1985 

_)....- 
Move down '--' the paper the paper Insert em dash M Do u now, Do1t-now. 

""" I\ 

Ahgn II I the paper the paper Insert 111rgule I either or either/o< 
the paper the paper I\ 

the paper the paper 
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Aliens 2 

Beasts 1 

Aliens 1 

Bears 1 

SPRINGBOARD ---·------ =-=========== TtM' ..,..,..,..t.e-t'd �iOna.l �oft..,..e 

�f.lUtiG™fill ��98,4 
by 

--- · -- &ot.......-e he. ....., Cl 

Clip Art A (side 1) 

Ad 1 

Aliens 3 

In The Newsroom Clip Art library you will find over 
600 pictures to select from. Each of these can be 
flipped over to face the opposite direction. See 
"Flip the Clip Art" in the Banner Work Area or the 
Photo Lab Work Area. 

All pieces of Clip Art are in alphabetical order. Your 
Clip Art Disk has two sides. 

Clip Art A (side 1)-has all clip art from AD 1 to MEN 1 
Clip Art B (side 2)-has all clip art from MEN 2 to 

WORKERS5 

On the next few pages you will be able to view all 
available clip art. This will make it easy for you to find 
the exact piece of art you want to use and will tell you 
which side of the Clip Art Disk it is on. 

Appendix IV 
Clip Art Overview 

Beasts 2 Beasts 3 Beasts 4 

Beasts 5 Beasts 6 Beasts 7 
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Clip Art A (side 1) 

Beasts 8 Birds 1 Birds 2 

Clip Art A (side 1) 
CatsS Cattle 1 Dinos 1 

Frogs 3 

Dogs 1 

� 
��� 

� 

�(��� 

Dinos3 

Dogs3 

••• • 

Dogs2 

- ----------- 
Frogs 1 

<:::::::;;;, � � 
� 

,, .. 

� 

Dinos 2 

Cats 1 

Cats3 

Birds 4 

Bugs2 

Cats2 

Birds 3 

Bugs 1 



Clip Art A (side 1) 
Holiday 1 Kids 1 Kids2 

Clip Art A (side 1) 
Maps7 Maps8 Maps9 

Maps 12 

.. ·'?'. 
C> 

Maps 11 

_A 
Maps 10 Kids 5 Kids4 Kids3 

Maps 1 Maps2 Maps3 Men 1 

Maps4 Maps5 Maps6 



Clip Art B (side 2) 
Men2 Men3 Men4 

Clip Art B (side 2) 

Penguin 2 People 1 People 2 

P1gs3 P1gs2 Pigs 1 M1sc2 Misc 1 

I )=::f:7��!1 

�� :: 

Rabbits 3 Rabbits 2 Rabbits 1 Mises 

©'1:ift.¥..� � 

·�fiJA�m2� � 

Misc3 

Rodents 1 Reptile 1 



Vehicle 2 Vehicle 1 

. . ,,f·l,', .';, " ... 

Clip Art B (side 2) 
Trees 2 

.. 
Scary 2 

� �.@ 
Scary 1 

Clip Art B (side 2) 
Rodents3 

Women2 

@ 
0 
d3 

�,� 

Women1 Vehicle 3 Sports 1 Scary4 Scary3 

Womens Women4 

1r 
� 

� 

JJ�s� 
Wo_m_e_ n�6�����t--W-o_m_e_ n_ 7������Wo�m-s- 1�--��� 

e(;::11(3 E�T�A SPCRTS 
FASHIOO 5TYLE 
SPECIAL REPORT nrus 
ENlf fTRINnfNT 
COl1ICS science 
UAHT ADS EDITORIAL 
ll(IPll pQRT'-'! 
::i?.::!'.J;J.!. JJ!J JJ!'..:: 

Women3 

Trees 1 

Sports 4 

��n 
J 

�---- � ·:ft� � � 

Sports 3 

Sports 5 Sports 6 

eJ�� 
�o � 
� w 1/NJ_ 

Sports 2 



B. Add some fun to your banner with the use of clip 
art. Position your choice of picture so that it does not 
overpower the name of your newspaper. The picture 
should be an accent. Notice how a box around the 
entire banner gives it a "finished off" look. Experi 
ment with your own final touches. 

t!';IJt ¢at �1Jro_n1cle �.,:, 
TABBY CAT � 

ISSUE 
C. When you select the crayon icon, the Graphic Tools 
window will appear and there are dozens of dramatic 
techniques you will find available for your use. Add 
tone, draw geometric shapes, shadow your banner 
and create interesting borders. 

6\�,fi1r 
D. You set the tone of your newspaper with the design 
of your banner. This example is light and friendly. If 
you are looking for something more serious you might 
choose to use all type and add lines and background 
tone for impact. Try to match the personality of your 
banner to the kind of stories you will be putting into 
your newspaper. 

Give Your Banner Personality 

A. Make sure the name of your newspaper is clear 
and legible. Use large letters and leave plenty of white 
space around the name. The rule to remember: Keep it 
simple. The more information you try to put into your 
banner, the more unpleasing to the eye it will appear. 

ACE MOVERS 

AppendixV 
Tips for Newspaper 
Design Workers 1 Workers 2 

Workers 4 Workers 5 Workers 3 

Clip Art B (side 2) 
Words2 

' �IARHIH(i! 
BRIIIIMPmlT 

VICTORY! J n 
}{At.t.OW��N 111! i· 11 it 
FREE CHARGE! 
FOR SALI Zflll! 
CILEBRATION 
VACATION wow ! 
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Bad Balance Good Balance 
Overall Layout Plays a Big Role in a Successful 
Newspaper 

Here are a few examples of newspapers with different 
appearances. While designing your newspaper, try not 
to fall into a rut by using the same layout every time. 

Use concise, attention-getting headlines to catch the 
eye of your readers. Make sure the headline represents 
the main idea of your story. You can stretch the head 
line across the entire width of the panel or try stacking 
the headline-word on top of word. 

Use subheads to break up a long story. This makes it 
easier for your readers to get through the whole page. 
Use well planned photos to help tell the story. As you 
are laying out your paper try to position your photos 
so that they are scattered proportionately throughout 
your page. Remember, a well balanced page of text 
and photos makes your newspaper much more enjoy 
able for your readers. 

Following you will find some examples of newspapers 
which represent good layout. 
Check them over carefully. You may get an idea or two 
to get you going on your own newspaper! 

Here are two examples of a good and bad balance 
of text and photos. Which one is more appealing to 
you? Remember your readers. Don't overpower them 
with type. 

Create Photos that Complement Your Story 
When you are selecting the piece(s) of clip art you want 
to include in your photo, always be conscious of good 
composition. It may take some practice to get your 
photo exactly the way you want it but remember, a 
picture is worth a thousand words. 

A. You can select any of the over 600 pieces of clip art 
from The Newsroom, flip them over or actually create 
your own. When you choose a piece of clip art and it 
comes time to "crop" or "frame it up," close in tightly 
with the box frame. This will give you maximum space 
for text when you return to the panel work area. 

B. Many of the available pieces of clip art prompt you 
to add a caption. Personalize your photos by carefully 
selecting words which will complement your story. 

C. Combine multiple pieces of clip art for a unique 
photo. Here we took the man, the fire and the moon 
and positioned them appropriately. Then we added a 
dark tone for the evening sky and completed the detail 
with sparkling stars. Your imagination is the limit. 

Watch the Balance Between Text and Photos 
Once you begin writing a story it is easy to get carried 
away. Take the time to make sure that you create a 
"visual break" for your readers by inserting enough 
photos to balance out your text. 

ALWAYS I[ f'lll.'81,.Y 
A'10 C"CJI W'lfOI.S 
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NORTHEAST HIGH SCHOOL 
NEWSPAPER 
Cr•�t� by The Stud•nls 
•nd F•culty of H H S 

lle,oenber 18 1984 
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Limited Warranty Springboard Software, Inc. warrants this software 
product against defects in manufacturing for a period 
of thirty days following purchase. If, during that period, 
you cannot properly load the program, you may return it 
together with proof-of-purchase date to Springboard for 
a replacement. After thirty days a replacement can be 
obtained by sending the original product and $5.00 to 
the manufacturer, provided that the software product is 
then being manufactured by the manufacturer. 
Returns should be sent to: Springboard Software, Inc., 
PO Box 35809, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435. 
THIS LIMITED WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL 
OTHER WARRANTIES. ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANT 
ABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, 
WHICH ARE NOT SO EXCLUDED ARE LIMITED IN 
DURATION TO THE DURATION OF THIS LIMITED 
WARRANTY. THE MANUFACTURER IS NOT RESPON 
SIBLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES CAUSED BY THE USE OF THIS SOFT 
WARE PRODUCT, AND IN ANY CASE THE MANU 
FACTURER'S LIABILITY FOR ANY CLAIM REGARD 
ING THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS LIMITED 10 ITS 
PURCHASE PRICE. 
Some states do not allow limitations on how long an 
implied warranty lasts, so the above limitation may 
not apply to you. Some states do not allow exclusion 
or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, 
so the above exclusion may not apply to you. This 
warranty gives you specific rights, and you may also 
have other rights which vary from state to state. 
© 1985, SprmgbOard Software, Inc. 
7807 Creekridge Circle, Minneapolis 
Minnesota 55435. AH ngh1s reserved. 

© 1985 SpringbOard CIJp Art. 
The Newsroom Clip Art canoot be used tor any 
commercial products without the written consent 
of Springboard Software, Inc. 

Apple, IBM and Commodo<e 64 are registered 
trademarkS of Apple Computer, Inc., International 
Business Machines Corpo,auon and Commodore 
Electronics, Ltd. 
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SpringbOard Sottware, Inc 
78fJ7 Creekrldge Circle 
M,nneapohs, MN 55435 
(612) 944-3912 (800) 328-1223 


